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THIS IS A TALE OF UNUSUAL COINCI-
dences and two numismatic luminaries: Fred
Schwan and Tom Bain.
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Let's start with Fred Schwan. Fred is one of numismatics most enthusiastic
human beings. He has a genuine interest in just about everything.

Fred is the leading guru of military currency, having risen to that exalted
position through his tireless promotion of this now very avidly collected specialty.
Fred is the John Hickman of military currency and all things related!

The collecting of military currency was a long neglected numismatic back-
water before he came along. Good research was there, but not hoards of collectors.
For decades serious researchers like Neil Shafer and Joe Boling published cutting
edge material on all sorts of military currency topics. But probably everyone will
agree that it was Fred who sold the discipline.

He and Boling collaborated on the seminal World War II Remembered, an
864-page compilation published in 1995. Now each spring they hold the MPC Fest
which has become the premiere gathering of military numismatic collectors in the
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world. Recent fests have been held in Fred's home town of Port Clinton,
Ohio. Also Fred and Joe regularly teach military numismatics in the ANA
summer seminar series.

The other numismatist in this vignette is Torn Bain, deceased, but for-
mer charter member in the old line Texas tnafia. Tom was a pioneer in Texas
numismatics, rising to fame with his interest in and collection of Texas
National Bank Notes. His associates were Texas luminaries Amon Carter Jr.
and Johnny Rowe.

Torn was a larger than life character who stood about six-feet-three
and could be found behind tables at major conventions chewing a large cigar.
Among other attributes, he gained immortality by organizing the Torn Bain
raffle, still used as a fund raiser for the Society of Paper Money Collectors at
the membership breakfast held at each International Paper Money Convention
in Memphis. Everybody who is anybody goes to this event every year.

My earliest memory of Toni was learning of him, and writing to see if
he had any duplicate nationals for sale. This was in October 1966. His reply
was: "Sure, here's a bunch of my duplicate Texas $5 1902 notes. You can have
'em at double face. That sound ok?"

How did the likes of Torn Bain and Fred Schwan intersect?
Tom Bain was a fortuitously placed bit player in the unfolding historic

drama of the invasion of Sicily. Schwan was an avid collector of lowly Italian
AMC lire who began to make his mark on the AMC scene sonic 32 years after
the invasion.

I'll tell this from Schwan's perspective beginning in 1975. In that year
Fred really lucked out and received on approval from a dealer in London a
complete set of Series of 1943 Italian AMC with matching serials A00000069A.
The set included the 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 lire notes. He was
ecstatic and quickly wrote an article describing his find in the July 1975 Bank
Note Reporter, where he showed all eight notes.

Of course, he speculated the obvious. Someone had intercepted the
first pack of each and put some sets together. Now he was wondering where
the others were, and if the number 1 set was out there waiting to be found.

Being Fred, he talked his set up all over the 84th ANA annual conven-
tion in August 1975, and at that show connected with veteran Tom Bain -- vet-
eran numismatist and also veteran WW II warrior!

Bain told Fred about his own experience in the war which blew Fred
right out of the water. Tom had been on the receiving end when the first ship-
ment of seven tons of Italian AMC arrived in Oran, Algeria! Here is how Tom
told the story during their encounter, and how Fred wrote it up in the
September 1975 BNR.

Tom reported when AMC lire arrived in Oran, Algeria, the finance
officer, a collector of sorts, snatched the first two bundles (200 notes) of each
denomination and assembled as many sets as possible with matching numbers.

Since many of the bundles were damaged, only a few sets -- five or six
-- were assembled. Pleased with his efforts, the finance officer then offered the
sets to anyone in the area who wanted one. Torn selected set number
A00000114A because it was in the best condition. The officer no doubt kept
one for himself.

What would have been the best set of all -- A00000001A -- was not
assembled, Tom explained, because one or more of the notes was damaged.
On his own Tom put together a set of "star" (replacement) notes. These did
not have matching serials, but all had numbers which were lower than 100!
The set, unfortunately, was lost when Tom, assisted by his comrades, invaded
Sicily.

Fred continued to collect reports of low serial number sets over the
years. By September 1990, when he again wrote for BNR about AMC lire, he
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knew of two other complete sets, numbers 39 and 100. In fact, he either owned or
had owned all of them. The 100 set was particularly interesting. He wrote then:

"The number 100 set surfaced in London just as the number 69 set had many
years before. It was part of a collection or accumulation of items which appear to
have been assembled by Lieutenant Colonel C. A. Gunston. This assumption is made
because the accumulation included a number of postal covers with Allied Military
Government stamps addressed to him. Some of these were first-day covers. Add to
this the fact that Gunston worked at the Allied Military Financial Agency (AMFA)

and the evidence is rather overpowering that Gunston must have been the one who
had the number 100 set. He may have even been the officer who assembled the sou-
venir sets although this is pure speculation. Indeed if he had assembled the sets it
would seem likely that he would have had an even lower number."

Fred had also documented partial sets bearing serials 63 and 64 from the sale
of the Jerry Voigt collection some years before. In reference to the Italian lire, Fred
concluded his September 1990 article with the admonishment: ". . .research remains
to be done both in the library and at the junk boxes."

Little did he know the immediate impact that his articles were having! Just a
month later, the October 1990 BNR broke with a front page announcement of two
additional discoveries. Another complete set was reported, this one serial 52. Here is
part of the page 1 disclosure of that discovery.

Set 52 was assembled by Col. Ivy John Shuman while serving in the
Mediterranean and Europe during World War II. This set was kept by Shuman and
has been in his estate since he died in 1961. The current owner is Shuman's son. A
friend of the son read the September story and telephoned Bank Note Reporter.

Col. Shuman was the son of a sharecropper. He ran away from home and
became a runner for the Citizens and Southern Bank of Savannah, Ga., at age 12. He
then took correspondence courses and attended night classes and worked his way up
in the bank. At the start of World War II, he was the chief operations officer of the
Thomason, Ga., Citizens and Southern Bank.

He was commissioned as a captain in the U. S. Army Finance Corps and
served in North Africa, Sicily, Italy and later in France. Shuman's son did not know
many details of his father's service, but he did recall that his father was very much
involved in troop pay operations.

The author of the announcement speculated that Shuman was the fellow who
assembled the sets but challenged his own conjecture by assuming that whoever put
the sets together probably would have saved a lower number.

The second find chronicled in the October 1990 BNR came from the junk
box front. I was the dumpster diver in that case. I was driving from my home in
Laramie, WY, to Denver, CO, a few weeks prior to the appearance of Fred's
September 1990 article. Having some time to kill, I stopped by the Tebo Coin
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Company in Boulder, CO, by then owned by Daryl Mercer. He had a bowl of junk
currency placed prominently on his counter with pieces that were for sale for some
nominal amount like fifty cents each.

I casually looked in the bowl and could see that there were several AMC
pieces but not much else. What immediately caught my eye were all the zeros in the
serial numbers of the pieces that were facing up! I found myself sorting through
notes from the serial 27 and 50 sets. Both sets were incomplete, even in the low
denominations. The 500 and 1000 lire denominations were not there.

I couldn't resist, so I bought all that were present and asked if they had more.
The fellow who waited on me said he doubted it. He told me they had come in a
scrapbook of odd material and he thought they were the last of the leftovers.

It was clear that they had been removed from a souvenir album where the
owner had carefully cut little strips of scotch tape and stuck them in by folding the lit-
tle pieces of tape over like stamp hinges, one on top and one on the bottom of each
note. This certainly was not the work of a sophisticated numismatist, and probably
not a collector at all. Whoever he was, he had been in Oran with the rest of soldiers
involved in this tale.

I took my little find home and felt real good about my luck. I was mildly dis-
appointed my two sets were partial, and the high denominations weren't present. I
didn't think much more about it until I was on my way to Denver the following week
or at least fairly soon thereafter. Why not stop by to see what else might be found?

There was that bowl again. It now received my highest priority rather than
the National Bank Notes displayed under glass farther along. I glanced in and saw
that the bowl contained a few odd foreign items. Interspersed much to my delight
were more AMC lire. I quickly found that they represented the missing low denomi-
nations from the serial 27 and 50 sets! The fellows running the shop looked around
and couldn't find more.

I had found the 1-, 2-, 5-, 10- and 100-lire from the A00000027A set, and the
1-, 2-, 5-, 10- and 50-lire from the A00000050A set.

You can draw one of two conclusions. Someone else had the good fortune to
buy the higher denominations from both sets before I got there, or the soldier who
put them away spent them or didn't bother keeping them because of their high face
value. We may never know. I suspect the high denominations were never saved
owing to their face value because any collector sophisticated enough to buy the higher
denominations before I stumbled onto them certainly would have been astute enough
to pick off the matching serials that were with them.

I sent the four low denominations from the A00000027A set to Fred. The
A00000027A 2-lire is pictured on page 276 in World War II Remembered.

Schwan never realized that he even made a military currency collector out of
me with those articles that he wrote! His articles added richly to the notes that I kept.

Fred located another partial set with serial 101 subsequent to all of this. As
far as Fred or anyone else can determine, similar matched low serial number sets were
not assembled for the other AMC issues in Europe or Japan.
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